The Recipient’s Grant Evaluation Form must be completed by the recipient upon completion of the grant activities by May of the year awarded. Supplementary data and pictures may be included. Forward the Recipient’s Grant Evaluation Form and responses to the Hickman Mills Educational Foundation Office.

Title of Project______________________________________________Date________________________________

Grant Recipient’s Name________________________________________School________________________________

Project Members and Job Titles____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________

Amount Awarded____________________________________________________________________________________

Response Items:

1. Provide an explanation on the how the grant was compatible with MAP or Show Me Standard Goals.

2. Explain how the grant enhanced student learning and or improved teaching practices.

3. Identify grant activities, timeline and results. Include qualitative and quantitative results.

4. Explain the grant goals and how outcomes were met.

5. Identify the research that support grant goals.

6. Identify how many students were impacted by this grant.

7. Provide a recommendation for the grant to be replicated in other classrooms or schools. If a recommendation is not suggested, explain.